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 Grid connected solar photovoltaic (SPV) systems are becoming more and 

more common due to steadily rising energy demand. The advantages of 

photovoltaic power generation, such as its eco-friendliness, low maintenance 

requirements, and lack of noise, are making it as a significant renewable 

energy source (RES). This framework presents the modeling and control 

design of PV grid tied system implemented with integrated single ended 

primary inductance (SEPIC) Luo converter. The main goal of this work 

includes investigating solar PV system behaviour and creating an effective 

grid connected solar power. Solar PV module tracks maximum power, with 

an aid of chaotic cascaded fuzzy a maximum power point tracking (MPPT) 

has developed. The DC voltage obtained is fed to 1Φ voltage source inverter 

(VSI) for conversion of AC voltage. In comparison to typical PWM control, 

the spectrum performance of the examined voltages is improved by adjusting 

the nominal duty cycle of main switch of SEPIC-Luo converter. So that PV 

output impedance is equivalent to DC-DC converter's input resistance. 

Finally, the obtained AC voltage is supplied to 1Φ grid for further 

applications. With less THD, an efficiency of 96% is achieved when the 

implementation of the suggested system is carried out using 

MATLAB/Simulink. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Due to the importance of non-energy functions of fossil fuel products in industry, high crude oil prices 

and global environmental challenges, new energy sources have been quickly growing all over world in recent 

years. The availability of fossil fuels is finite, and their prices are determined by a variety of political and 

economic factors [1]–[3]. After the oil crisis of late 1970s, the usage of renewable energy in general and solar 

energy in particular has gradually expanded. This has prompted scientists and decision makers from all over 

the world to highlight various strategies for more successfully and efficiently harnessing solar energy, 

particularly in the field of thrust [4]. Solar energy can be used in terrestrial areas in two different ways: one is 

through the sun thermal route, which uses solar collectors, and dryers by solar photovoltaic (SPV)  

method [5]. The PV systems require no intermediate sources for its conversion process and are low 

maintainable, modular, and robust in nature. They possess the self-ability of generating power of higher 
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ranges. The electrification of rural areas, particularly in developing countries, has been greatly aided by 

stand-alone photovoltaic system [6]–[8]. 

Power electronic converters are crucial in an area of renewable energy as they act as a bridge between 

those sources and electrical grid. When used to their full potential, they increase the power exchange from 

RES so that necessary output is produced with more efficiency and at a lower cost [9], [10]. A solar PV 

array's voltage output is often quite modest and is influenced by the temperature and humidity. PV systems 

are configured in series and parallel utilizing boost converters to attain high output voltage levels, but this 

causes a loss of effectiveness and a rise in system size. In these voltage boosting situations, a high voltage 

gain converter is implemented. By altering a duty cycle, the converter rises the voltage at output to 

significantly higher levels relative to its input [11]–[13]. Buck-boost and Cuk [14] converters offer an option 

to have output voltage greater or lower than the input among topologies that are accessible. Even though 

buck-boost architecture is less expensive than Cuk [15], it is less effective due to various drawbacks such 

discontinuous input current, excessive peak current, and poor transient responsiveness. Cuk and SEPIC [16] 

converters' massive input current waves continue to have an effect on maximum power point tracking 

(MPPT) efficiency. This is because PV systems vary substantially in terms of their maximum power point 

[17]. Luo converter [18], which has features like simple design, producing nearly zero output voltage and 

ripple current has high boosting efficiency, but possess longer computational time. To overcome the 

shortcomings of aforementioned DC converter this research proposes, SEPIC-Luo converter, which generate 

high output voltage for efficient system operation. 

Some strategies are put out to remedy the ineffectiveness of PV systems, one of which is a novel idea 

known as MPPT. The goal of all MPPT techniques is to increase the output power by tracking the maximum 

power during every operational scenario. There are many algorithms available that track MPPs. Most of them 

are simpler, such those that rely on current feedback and voltage while others, like an incremental 

conductance (IncCond) or perturbation and observation (P&O) method [19]–[21] are more challenging. They 

also differ in terms of their uses, popularity, and operational range, speed of convergence, cost, and capacity 

to identify numerous local maxima. Moreover, as power change is only believed to be a consequence of 

perturbation of voltage, P&O approach is unable to correlate this voltage with MPP voltage. In contrast, 

some  MPPTs need specialized design and understanding with particular topics, like fuzzy logic or neural 

network approaches [22], and are therefore more impressive since they are faster and more accurate. MPPT 

fuzzy logic controller (FLC) performs well in a variety of atmospheric situations and outperforms P&O 

control mechanism; nevertheless, the main controversy is that it heavily depends on technical expertise of 

engineer to calculate error and create rule-based table. 

The DC link voltage for converter is applied to 1Φ voltage source inverter (VSI) [23], for AC voltage 

conversion. On grid side, voltage is controlled with an assistance of PI [24] controller, which results in 

generating stabilized voltage for grid applications. In this research, a single-phase inverter topology with high 

performance for grid connected PV system is proposed. In addition to increasing low photovoltaic array 

voltage the proposed arrangement tracks maximum power from PV and convert solar DC electricity into high 

grade AC power for feeding into grid. 
 

 

2. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The emphasis today is shifting towards incorporation of small and medium sized power plants 

generated by renewable energies into electrical grid. SPV is the renewable energy source that is rising faster, 

and PV facilities are connected to distribution system using a 1Φ VSI. The Schematic configuration of 

proposed work in depicted in Figure 1. Stringent control requirements apply to the grid integrated inverter. 

To reduce the harmonics in current injected to grid and to manage power distribution between plant and grid, 

a control technique is used. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Block diagram of proposed system 
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An innovative single-stage architecture proposed in this research is appropriate for stand-alone or grid 

connected PV applications. For a PV system that uses grid, the framework proposes an effective integrated 

SEPIC-Luo converter with an MPPT approach. The maximum power from PV is tracked utilizing cascaded 

fuzzy controller approach providing continuous maximum output power obtained from solar irradiance based 

on temperature. The obtained power is supplied to DC link for feeding a grid. PV voltage is converted into 

AC with a support of 1Φ VSI for providing grid supply. It is necessary to use a closed loop PI controller to 

analyze an error signal and maintain steady state error. Therefore, this system produces less distortion as well 

as reliable power and grid synchronization. 
 

2.1.  Modelling of solar PV system 

An architectural foundation for photovoltaic systems has been a silicon p-n junction, which transfers 

solar energy directly into electrical energy. Electrons are released across the closed electrical circuits once it 

is exposed to light. Figure 2 illustrates conceptual structure of a photovoltaic system. Higher energy levels 

are obtained by cells as a result of photon electron collisions as well as for generating current, electrons have 

the capacity to freely cross the junction. Hence, the level of solar illumination influences a photocurrent 𝐼𝑝𝑣 

generated from photovoltaic cell. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. PV system configuration 
 
 

The PV cell output current (𝐼𝑝𝑣) is represented as the following utilizing Kirchhoff's current law as 

(1). 
 

𝐼𝑝𝑣 = 𝐼𝑝ℎ − 𝐼𝐷 − 𝐼𝑠ℎ  (1) 
 

Solar irradiation is inversely correlated with the generated current through photon (𝐼𝑝ℎ). Shunt resistor 

current is denoted by the symbol 𝐼𝑠ℎ and 𝐼𝐷represents diode current. The characteristic equation for PV 

modules is better expressed as (2) and (3), 
 

𝐼𝑝𝑣 = 𝐶𝑠𝐼𝑝ℎ − 𝐼𝐷 − 𝐼𝑠ℎ (2) 
 

𝐶𝑝𝐼𝑝ℎ − 𝐶𝑝𝐼𝑜 [exp (
𝑞(𝑉𝑝𝑣+𝑅𝑠𝐼𝑝𝑣)

𝐶𝑠𝑍𝐾𝑇
) − 1] −

𝑉𝑝𝑣+𝑅𝑠𝐼𝑝𝑣

𝑅𝑠ℎ
 (3) 

 

where 𝐼𝑜 specifies saturation current, 𝑅𝑠and 𝑅𝑠ℎ as series resistance and shunt resistance, 𝐶𝑠 and 𝐶𝑝 as no. of 

cells in series and parallel, output of PV module as 𝑉𝑝𝑣, charge of electron as q, identity factor of diode as Z, 

K as Boltzmann constant, and T as cell temperature. In (4) and (5), 𝐼𝑝ℎ and 𝐼𝑜are expressed as (4) and (5). 
 

𝐼𝑝ℎ = 𝐼𝑠𝑐𝑐 + 𝐾𝑖(𝑇 − 𝑇𝑟)
𝐺

𝐺𝑟
 (4) 

 

𝐼𝑜 = 𝐼𝑠𝑐(
𝑇

𝑇𝑟
)3 exp (

𝑞𝐸𝑔𝑜

𝐶𝑠𝐴𝑍𝑇
(

1

𝑇𝑟
−

1

𝑇
)) (5) 

 

Here, 𝐼𝑠𝑐𝑐  specifies standard test for a photovoltaic module's short circuit current with 1000 W/m2 at 

conduction temperature 25 °C, reference temperature is 𝑇𝑟 in Kelvin, 𝐾𝑖 indicates the temperature of short 

circuit current coefficient, G symbolises solar irradiation, 𝐼𝑠𝑐  denotes 25 °C current saturation, 𝐺𝑟  indicates 

reference solar irradiation and 𝐸𝑔𝑜 represents the band gap. 
 

2.2.  Operation of integrated SEPIC-Luo converter 

The configuration of the proposed SEPIC-Luo for the purpose of boosting voltage is illustrated in 

Figure 3(a). The SEPIC-Luo converter can operate efficiently over a wide range of input voltages, including 
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both step-up and step-down conversion. This makes it suitable for various applications where the input 

voltage can vary significantly. The converter has two operating modes as presented in Figures 3(b) and 3(c): 

− Mode 1: when charging, the anti-parallel diode "𝐷1" and switch "𝑆2" turned ON. During the charging 

situation, the circuit arrangement serves as a zeta converter. The typical DC bus voltage, which is higher 

than the circuit voltage, serves as input voltage during charging, operating similarly to a buck converter. 

In order to maintain desired voltage at terminal and deliver proper charging current, the duty cycle (𝐷𝑐)of 

PWM signal for switch "SZ" is adjusted. The Luo converter's I-O voltage relationship is stated as, 

 

𝑉𝑖𝑛 =
𝐷𝑐

1−𝐷𝑐
𝑉𝑜𝑠 (6) 

 

− Mode 2: during discharging, the switch 𝑆1 and the anti-parallel diode 𝐷2 are turned ON. Thus, the circuit 

configuration exhibits SEPIC converter behaviour. Here, the converter serves as boost converter since it 

raises the voltage to regulated output voltage while feeding the discharged current to DC bus through 

SEPIC arrangement. The duty ratio (𝐷𝑑) of PWM signal from switch "𝑆1" is used to adjust converter's 

output voltage (𝑉𝑜𝑠), which in turn regulates the discharged current. The input-output relation of SEPIC 

converter is described as follows while operating at discharging mode: 

 

𝑉𝑜𝑠 =
𝐷𝑑

1−𝐷𝑑
𝑉𝑖𝑛 (7) 

 

 

  
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

 

Figure 3. Proposed SEPIC-Luo converter (a) equivalent circuit, (b) mode-1 operation, and  

(c) mode 2 operation 

 

 

2.3.  Cascaded fuzzy based MPPT algorithm 

Contrastingly, with classical controller, it is essential to identify an appropriate mathematical 

representation of plants, to adjust controller variables and to implement the developed controller into 

practice. Conventional controllers are not beneficial in nonlinear control applications since majority of actual 

system function nonlinearly and modelling them is challenging. Alternative control systems including 

intelligent control, adaptive control or fuzzy logic control have raised significant challenges in an attempt to 

solve various types of issues as well as possess an efficient tuned controller for entire range of working areas. 

Among the finest implementations of fuzzy sets is fuzzy logic controllers. Instead of using numerical 

variables, they typically employ linguistic parameters as similar to the action of humans. They are beneficial 

because they can deal with nonlinearities, manage inconsistent inputs, and doesn't require a precise 

mathematical description of system. Using imprecise or poorly described ideas are permitted under the fuzzy 

control theory. FLC functions efficiently even when its parameters change and there are outside disruptions 

due to its nonlinear and adaptable nature. Hence, even under constantly shifting atmospheric circumstances, 

it provides enhanced MPPT performance. Therefore, for improving an accuracy performance of tracking 

maximum power a unique approach termed cascaded fuzzy control method. 

A cascade fuzzy control technique has been developed which combines an outer as well as inner 

controller into two cascaded fuzzy controllers. A formal technique is established by fuzzy control to describe, 
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manipulate and execute domain control knowledge in order to regulate the system. Fuzzy controllers are an 

innovative and effective alternative to standard control methods due to its intrinsic nonlinearity and capacity 

for formalize control information as illustrated in Figure 4. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Cascaded fuzzy controller architecture 

 

 

A combination of following principles results in a fuzzy controller at an outer loop as (8). 

 

𝑅𝑘: 𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑠𝐴1
𝑘𝑎𝑛𝑑    ∆𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑠𝐴2

𝑘𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛𝑈𝑖 = 𝐵𝑘 (8) 

 

Where 𝑅𝑘-kth rule (𝑘¼1, 2, 𝑦, 𝑚), 𝐸𝑖  denote error, ∆𝐸𝑖  represent change of error, 𝐴1
𝑘 and 𝐴2

𝑘 are fuzzy set of 

linguistic values described over related change of error and discourse of error, 𝑈𝑖specifies output and 

𝐵𝑘indicates numeric control value. 

For both the inner and outer loop, a level of each control rule's activation is calculated using a 

conventional method. 

 

𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑝: 𝑤1𝑘 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇𝐴1𝑘
(𝐸), 𝜇𝐴2𝑘

(∆𝐸)} (9) 

 

𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑝: 𝑤2𝑘 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇𝐴1𝑘
(𝐸), 𝜇𝐴2𝑘

(∆𝐸)} (10) 

 

The following is a determination of an inferred values of control in these loops. 

 

-𝑈1
∗ =

∑ 𝑤1𝑘𝐵𝑘𝑚
𝑘=1

∑ 𝑤1𝑘
𝑚
𝑘=1

 (11) 

 

𝑈2
∗ =

∑ 𝑤2𝑘𝐵𝑘𝑚
𝑘=1

∑ 𝑤2𝑘
𝑚
𝑘=1

 (12) 

 

Additionally, various scaling factors are applied to the outputs for increasing fuzzy controller's 

optimization's flexibility. 

 

𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑓𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑝: 𝑈1(𝑡) = 𝑈1
∗(𝑡)𝐺𝐶1 (13) 

 

𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑝: 𝑈2(𝑡) = 𝑈2
∗(𝑡)𝐺𝐶2 (14) 

 

An input variables E and DE have following membership functions which are: NS represents negative 

small, NM signifies negative medium, NB denotes negative big, PS symbolizes positive small, ZO indicates 

zero, positive medium is specifies as PM and positive big is illustrated by PB. 

The following membership functions comprise the controller's output variable, which represents 

changes in control including NB (𝑚3), PS (𝑚1), NM (𝑚2), NS (𝑚1), ZO (0), PM (𝑚2), and PB (𝑚3). The 

membership functions' initial variables are equivalent to𝑚1, 𝑚2and𝑚3. Table 1 presents a collection of rules 
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for a fuzzy controller. A usage of triangular membership functions for fuzzy sets created in an input space is 

shown in Figures 5(a) and 5(b). PSO has been employed for optimizing membership functions for output 

parameter. Finally, optimal state of fuzzy cascade controller has been achieved by their changes. 

 

 

Table 1. Rule base for fuzzy controller [25] 
∆𝐸/𝐸 𝑁𝐵 𝑁𝑀 𝑁𝑆 𝑍𝑂 𝑃𝑆 𝑃𝑀 𝑃𝐵 

𝑁𝐵 −𝑚3 −𝑚3 −𝑚3 −𝑚3 −𝑚2 −𝑚1 0 

𝑁𝑀 −𝑚3 −𝑚3 −𝑚3 −𝑚3 −𝑚1 0 𝑚1 

𝑁𝑆 −𝑚3 −𝑚3 −𝑚3 −𝑚1 0 𝑚1  𝑚2 

𝑍𝑂 −𝑚3 −𝑚3 −𝑚1 0 𝑚1 𝑚2 𝑚3 

𝑃𝑆 −𝑚2 −𝑚1 0 𝑚1  𝑚2 𝑚3 𝑚3 

𝑃𝑀 −𝑚1 0 𝑚1  𝑚2 𝑚3 𝑚3 𝑚3 

𝑃𝐵 0 𝑚1  𝑚2 𝑚3 𝑚3 𝑚3 𝑚3 

 

 

  
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 5. Membership functions for premises parameters (a) membership functions for input 𝐸 and  

(b) membership functions for input ∆𝐸 
 

 

A fuzzy controller in inner loop uses an output of fuzzy system in an outer loop as a reference value. 

An inner loop's fuzzy controller regulates the system's motor utilising received output from the outer loop. 

Fuzzy controller modifies an angle of lever arm to the appropriate location by adjusting the motor's position. 

Hence, by altering the beam's angle, the ball is shifted to the desired location. However, it is challenging to 

regulate an outer section when the output of the inner loop varies frequently. For attaining better dynamic 

qualities of the systems under control, the fuzzy cascade controller's variables are optimised. As a result, an 

enhanced performance has been obtained by the modified membership functions. 

 

2.4.  Grid synchronization in single phase PV system 

Grid detection and synchronisation play a significant role in the control system of a single-phase 

grid connected PV panel, which is depicted in Figure 6. As a precautionary measure, the detecting and 

synchronizing technique responds to abnormal circumstances instantly when non-linear load is employed at 

PCC that could lead to a reduction at the point. Consequently, it is necessary to develop a rapid and accurate 

synchronizing approach for providing precise reference signals using potential drop within a set period. The 

two main categories of synchronisation techniques are PLL technique and mathematical analysis approach. 

The PLL approach based on adaptive filtering is the one which receives the most attention among these. 

Figure 7 illustrates a fundamental PLL. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Control structure of 1Ф grid connected PV system 
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Figure 7. Basic PLL structure 

 

 

PD, LP, and VCO are all components of the PLL structure. A small signal representation of  1Ф PLL 

becomes a second order scheme with using first order LPF, which is denoted by (15). 

 
Ѳ𝑜(𝑠)

Ѳ𝑖(𝑠)
=

𝐾1𝐾2𝐺𝑙𝑓(𝑠)

𝑠+𝐾1𝐾2𝐺𝑙𝑓(𝑠)
=

𝐾1𝐾2𝐾𝑝𝑠+𝐾1𝐾2𝐾𝑖

𝑠2+ 𝐾1𝐾2𝐾𝑝𝑠+𝐾1𝐾2𝐾𝑖
 (15) 

 

Where, output and input phases are indicated by Ѳ𝑜(𝑠) and Ѳ𝑖(𝑠) along with gains for a voltage-controlled 

oscillator and phase detector are denoted by the characters 𝐾1 and 𝐾2. The loop factors’ transfer function is 

specified as (16). 

 

𝐺𝑙𝑓(𝑠) = 𝐾𝑝 + 𝐾𝑖/𝑠 (16) 

 

Here, 𝐾𝑝, 𝐾𝑖  symbolises loop factor’s proportional and integral gains. In (12) yields the following values for 

damping ratio and un-damped natural frequency as. 

 

𝜁 =
1

2

𝐾𝑝

√𝐾𝑖
, ⍵𝑛 = √𝐾𝑖 (17) 

 

The time of settling is achieved as (18) when 𝐾1 = 𝐾2 = 1. 

 

𝑡𝑠 =
4.6

𝜁⍵𝑛
 (18) 

 

Thus, another technique for phase detection which self-adjusts output utilising a feedback loop is the 

employment of adaptive filters. 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Grid voltage levels can vary, especially in regions with unstable or fluctuating grid conditions. The 

SEPIC-Luo converter efficiently handles a wide range of input voltages, allowing for grid-tied operation 

even in challenging grid environments. The overall proposed work is examined using MATLAB and the 

parameters utilized to design the proposed research are shown in Table 2. 

 

 

Table 2. Design parameters of PV system and converter 
Parameter Specification 

Solar PV system Series connected solar PV cells 36 

 Open circuit voltage 12 𝑉 

 Short circuit current 8.33 𝐴 

 Peak Power 10 KW, 10 Panels 

Integrated SEPIC-Luo 𝐿1, 𝐿2 5 𝑚𝐻 

 𝐶1, 𝐶2 25 𝜇𝐹 

 Switching frequency 100 𝐾𝐻𝑍 

 

 

In Figure 8, the temperature and irradiance waveform exhibited by PV system illustrated. It is shown 

that a steady temperature of 25 °C is maintained initially, and that after 0.2 s the temperature rises to 35 °C 

due to the intermittent nature and remains stable at that level. Corresponding to the temperature a constant of 

750 solar radiation. 
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Figure 8. PV panel parameters 

 

 

The waveform displayed Figure 9, demonstrates an input parameters like power, voltage, and current 

generated by solar PV system. The generated PV outputs are fed as input to the SEPIC-Luo converter. From 

figure it is observed that, with minor distortion at initial stages a constant voltage of 120 V is maintained, and 

after 0.2 s the voltage increases to 140 V and sustain the same throughout the system. Similarly, with rise in 

power a constant of 4500 W power is sustained till 0.2 s with fluctuations and after gets increased to 5900 W 

and continue till 0.25 s and later gets distorted. In correspondence, the converter input current rises to a peak 

of 20 A and retained to continue at 17 A till 0.2 s. Afterwards, current gets rises to 18 A and tends to continue 

till 0.25 s and later gets distorted. 

The outputs of SEPIC-Luo converter in correspondence to the input parameters is shown in  

Figure 10. Generally, the converter boosts the voltage generated by the PV system. Here, with minor 

distortions at the initial stage, the output power gets increased to 4500 W at 0.2 s and gets distorted later. 

Similarly, the converter boosts the voltage with the assistance of cascaded fuzzy MPPT approach and a 

constant of 300 V is maintained throughout the system. In contrast, with peak rise in current of 18 A, a 

constant of 6 A is maintained with minor distortions till 0.2 s. After a constant of 7 A is sustained till 0.25 s 

and after gets distorted. 

 

 

  
 

Figure 9. Input parameters of SEPIC-Luo converter 

 

Figure 10. Converter output waveforms 
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Real and reactive power obtained with an assistance of PI controller is demonstrated as waveforms in 

Figures 11(a) and 11(b) respectively. The real power drops initially, and increases at 0.03 s and after 0.05 s a 

constant of 500 W reference power is obtained as shown in Figure 11(a). Subsequently, in the reactive power 

waveform shown in Figure 11(b), it is observed that with peak rise in power a minimized reactive power is 

sustained throughout the system, corresponding to real power. 

Grid waveform representing voltage is shown in Figure 12(a), with a reference of 500 W. It is 

observed that, 230 V constant voltage is achieved in correspondence to 500 W. Similarly, grid current 

waveform is provided in Figure 12(b) which indicates a constant grid current of 10 A. 

The grid THD of a proposed work is illustrated as bar chart in Figure 13. It is noticed that with the 

support of PI controller on the grid side a reduced THD of 2.91% is maintained. The efficiency and voltage 

gain integrated SEPIC-Luo converter in contrast to other converter approaches is illustrated in  

Figures 14(a) and 14(b). From Figure 14(a), it is noticed that, SEPIC-Luo converter shows improved 

efficiency of 96% and Figure 14(b) denotes that the converter contributes a voltage gain of 1:12 in 

comparison to converters like Boost, Cuk, SEPIC, and Luo converters. 

 

 

  
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 11. Waveforms for (a) real power and (b) reactive power 

 

 

  
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 12. Grid waveforms (a) voltage and (b) current with 500 W reference 

 

 

 
 

Figure 13. Grid THD waveform 
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(a) (b) 
 

Figure 14. Comparison of (a) efficiency and (b) voltage gain 
 
 

4. CONCLUSION 

The ability to locate PV arrays more easily than a traditional power plant allows for the construction 

of solar power plants where they are essentially needed in grid system. An inefficient output voltage from PV 

system is sent through a SEPIC-Luo converter, which boosts the output to match the input voltage's polarity 

with the assistance of cascaded fuzzy MPPT controller. Better voltage gain is provided while switching 

losses are kept to a minimum. For analyzing the error signal and maintaining the steady state error, a closed 

loop PI controller is used. The outputs reveal that the proposed system contributes less distortion delivering 

reliable power by effective grid synchronization. Simulated outputs using MATLAB/Simulink provides 

voltage gain of 1:12 with improved efficiency of 96% respectively. Future work involves further enhancing 

the system's performance by fine-tuning control strategies, optimizing the system responds to different 

conditions. Additionally, integrating energy storage solutions can contribute to improved stability by 

mitigating fluctuations and providing backup during low sunlight periods, thereby enhancing the overall 

reliability of the power generation system. This comprehensive approach ensures a more robust and 

consistent energy output, aligning with the demands of a stable and efficient renewable energy system. 
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